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BETWEEN SACRED SOUND AND SILENCE  
the songlines weave the sacred path of your soul 

 
A SACRED SOUND PILGRIMAGE INTO THE ANCIENT PORTALS OF INDIA 

FROM 10 – 23 NOVEMBER 2015 
 

With THE ANCIENT COUNCILS OF LIGHT AND CREATION  
and LELAMA SJAMAR 

 

   
 

In silence, we open to the source of all life, the infinite power that lives in 
the connection we hold with the universe, the earth and all beings. 

 
In sacred sound we stream this divine energy into all that we are and  

all that surrounds us, feeding, knowing, creating, growing 
 

Between Sacred Sound and Silence  
songlines weave the web that is our world 

and create our sacred path 
 

Gaia, Yamala, Jadpura, Babaji, Mahatma, Buddha and your Divine 
Presence invite you on this sacred journey to ignite and reclaim your 

songline, a source harmonic in crystal clear vibration of purity, that rises 
from the remembrance of your place in the sacred web of life, and 

penetrates your own being, the field, and all connections in life.   
 

What is the gift this sacred sound pilgrimage holds for you? 
 

Each Soul on this journey will call home a primary part of their being, that 
at this time is ready to reclaim their power of sacred sound more fully, 
weaving their voice as an instrument of creation, weaving their sacred 
sound as a life giving force, to use in their life, infuse into the projects, the 
relationships they build, as a current that feeds their path in life, beyond 
any physical food, in service of the earth and humanity.  
 
To ignite a soul’s voice to the true power of divine life giving energy is a 

sacred gift next to none for a soul and for the Earth Mother. 
 

We can open doorways, resolve obstacles and patterns of interference 
simply with the power of the Divine Voice and the Sacred Sound that 
weaves God’s light into the heart, mind and body of all beings.  
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Being a Divine Voice in reverence of your ancestors, your Soul and the 
Earth will enable you to: 
• Liberate your light and power of creation 
• Powerfully evolve your sacred sound connection 
• Remember your sacred purpose and path in life 
• Give your Voice to restore light, harmony and balance on Earth 
 
We will travel into cities and libraries of light in the earth and stars that 
hold our ancient soul records to receive in clarity, purity, harmony and 
grace: 
• What is our soul to own and release into the light at this time, so we 

may free our joy and power of creation? 
• What is our soul here to remember and reclaim in this life at this time, 

so we may be a Divine Voice for the truth in our heart?  
• What is our soul here to give, feed, nurture on our path to fulfil our 

purpose at this time, for the Earth and all of Creation? 
 
This Sacred Sound pilgrimage takes us to three Sacred Portals in India 
that each hold special kis, dispensations, blessings for our path:   
  
In Arunachala we open the doorway of our Earth Star Chakra to 
connect into the Ancestral Gateway of Creation and the Heart of Gaia, 
from where we rise into our life the power, love and light our ancestral 
spirit and the Earth hold for us. 
 
In Varanasi we open the doorway of our Heart to connect into the Sirian 
Sun to bridge the ancient wisdom of our soul’s lineage into our heart to 
open our innerknowing and telepathy, as a gift of clarity and purity to 
the world. 
 
In Bodhgaya we open the doorway of our Hara, to ignite our core and 
feed our spiritual energy into the Amrita Gateway, the creation portal in 
our body, connecting into the Andromedan Sun to birth our Divine Voice 
as a current of power, streaming into our relations and creations, into the 
Earth and All beings. 
 
OUR SACRED JOURNEY IN THE ANCIENT PORTALS 
  
BANGALORE – setting the tone, a new beginning 
We begin the journey in the sacred city of Bangalore on the eve of the 
new moon of Diwali Festival of Light. This day is auspicious to make a new 
beginning on your sacred path in life while honouring all those that 
walked before you, your ancestors and your ancient spirit.  
You may hold the intention in your sacred pilgrimage to receive clarity 
on: 
• What is being balanced, so your soul may be free to journey the 

Wheel of Life, free to receive and give all you have come to receive 
and give? 
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• What is your soul reclaiming at this time, to be able to remember your 
wholeness and walk your path with purpose, empowered with your 
divine voice, as a clear, pure being of light with all your gifts? 

 
We will receive a reading of the Nadi, Sacred Ancient Soul Records 
written by yogi sages on palm leaves thousands of years ago, 
connecting to our life purpose, our family, our ancestors, where we 
come from, where are we going on our Soul’s journey in this life.  
 
ARUNACHALA – the ancient voice, our power of love 
In Arunachala we source in the silence deep within, our original earth 
connection and stream this divine energy into our voice to recalibrate 
the vibration held within our body and the body of the Earth. 
 
Returning into the Womb of Creation, we open our soul’s heart voice to 
the Heart of Gaia, the voice of Mother Earth, and the ancient voice and 
language of our ancestral spirit who lives within the earth, and carries the 
ancient gift of life light to feed and illuminate our soul. 
 
A stargate of remembrance, in Arunachala our Soul’s essence will be 
liberated with the love of the Earth, our ancestors, and overlighting 
teams. We may reclaim here the true light and wisdom of the ancestral 
spirit of our soul and our ancestors, the ancient ones, and the power to 
own and create our journey in life, our unique connection to the 
universal community. 
 
We will deeply work with the voidal mothers, the ancestors, the Earth 
mother, the creation mothers and our soul’s remembrance of our place 
in life. 
 
VARANASI – the voice of innerknowing and telepathy, our power of light 
In Varanasi, the ancient Holy City of Light, the fires of creation burn all 
extraneous and reawaken, rekindle the source flame within our heart, to 
purify the voice and current of creation. 
	  
A portal for the restoration of the Wheel of Life, embracing the holy 
flame of the soul, Varanasi bridges a soul’s journey through the 
dimensions on Earth and in the Stars, assisting a soul to return to the light, 
or embrace and embody the light fully here on Earth.  
 
Here a soul can liberate and reclaim energies, that have been left 
behind in another life or dimension. This will create more energy, 
presence, to know one’s purpose, where we belong. 
 
Opening a first level of the language of the Sirian angelic or higher self 
will carry a soul through the veils that exist between the physical reality 
and the reality of spirit and establish a connection to the Sirian libraries of 
light where sacred records of the soul’s life are held. 
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You are supported to receive clarity about your service to the light, whilst 
in the body. We will seed and sing these codes into the earth, into the 
bodies of all beings, through the great river Ganga, giver of life light. 
 
In Varanasi a soul is received fully for who they are as a divine flame. The 
balance between giving and receiving, between knowing and flowing 
will restore a soul’s ability to simply be here now, present, a light beacon 
in the flow of their divine path as a river of life, both on earth as well as in 
spirit. 
 
BODHGAYA – Divine Voice, our power of creation 
In Bodhgaya we are able to reclaim the power of our voice, the power 
of growth, the power of creation as we awaken the tree within, as we 
reach deep into the earth and vast into the universe, into the many 
places where our spirit travels.  
 
Here the reclamation of the nurturing power of sound feeds the divine 
energy into one’s own being, allowing this to channel through our divine 
connection, weaving the light of the suns into the earth and the light of 
the earth into the suns, the heavens.  
 
The Andromedan octave of sacred sound, as the language of the pure 
heart mothers and fathers, will assist our soul to birth, for the current of life 
force to open and stream freely through our being into all we create, 
into the Earth body herself. 
	  
Bodhgaya is a portal for deep mergence with the Buddha within, the 
one that holds the wisdom, compassion, the silent emanation and the 
divine words spoken, through a deep connection with the Earth, the 
Universe/Stars, embodied in the Tree of Life. 
 
Here you are invited and supported to be the tree, a conduit, a channel 
for the Sacred Sound and Voice of the Earth and Universe and your 
Soul’s Presence. 
 
INVITATION 
We welcome you on this sacred journey to sing your true songline and 
embrace your sacred place in the Wheel of Life, in service of All of 
Creation. Do you hear the pulse of the Earth and your soul calling you…? 
 
If you choose to heed the calling and join this sacred sound journey, our 
Earth Mother Gaia blesses you, as you choose to live in reverence, in 
joyful celebration walk your path, weaving god’s light into your life, for 
the benefit of the Earth and All Beings. 
 
Please email Lelama at lelama@thedivineuniversity.com, if you wish to 
register for this tour, or if you have any questions or ponderings. We are 
happy to help you, decide whether and how you may join this special 
journey. We bless you and thank you. 
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TEAM 
 
We give thanks to the presence of the Ancient Creation Mothers, 
Yamala, Gaia, Jadpura, Babaji, Mahatma, Buddha and the Divine 
Presence of all beautiful souls on this sacred sound pilgrimage. You are a 
blessing to the world and we sincerely give thanks for all you share with 
us. 
 

 
 
Lelama will offer teachings, meditations, sacred sound activations, keys, 
codes from her Presence and the Teams in the unseen worlds, to guide 
you into a deeper place of communion and divine connection with the 
Ancestors and the Sacred Portals in the Earth and Stars, so you may 
empower yourself, share your heart and soul with this sacred land and 
her people and offer your voice as an instrument in activating the 
Creation Matrix. 

With love, wisdom and compassion Lelama will support you to meet 
what may arise and inspire you to share her joy and passion of Singing 
the Song Lines of Creation in service of all beings and Earth herself. 

www.lelama.com.au / www.creation.theselfmasteryschool.com 

 

   
 
Saran will take us to special sacred caves where we will be able to open 
our voices and sing the earth and stargate here from the inside out. 
 
Saran has his own tour company that he runs together with his wife 
Jehan. www.mountainsarantours.com 

Lelama Sjamar is your guide for your 
Between Sacred Sound and Silence 
Pilgrimage. A channel and embodiment 
for the love and wisdom of Yamala, 
Creation Mother, Lelama has a deep 
connection with the ancestral, earth 
and starry realms. Lelama’s powerful 
divine voice reaches through the veils 
and calls forth the truth and power of 
creation from Source through the 
universal sound current. 

Saran is a special man, born and 
raised at the foot of Mt Arunachala. 
Devoted to the Light and this 
sacred moutain, with his heart and 
soul he guides many into this sacred 
portal, into the caves where the 
ancient Siddhas and Masters sat in 
the light, in connection to all that is 
for many years. 
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Ananta Tours is the company who has organized the tour in India, the 
logistics of our travels through their sacred motherland India. 
 

	  
	  
	  

 
 
Both Rohit and Virendra are part of Ananta Tours company.  
The contact details for this company you will find here: 
 
ROHIT, our tour organizer for Ananta Tours 
Telephone: +91 98 91 29 67 68             
Skype ID: anantatours         
  
ANANTA TOURS  
Registered Office: 30-M-III-C, Ist Floor, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad - 201001 
(U.P) (N.C.R DELHI) INDIA 
  
Tel: 0091-120 - 4566515 / 4566515 (Tele-Fax)  
Email: anantatours@yahoo.in, tours@voyage-eninde.com , info@voyage-
eninde.com  
Web Site: www.indevoyage.com; www.voyage-eninde.com; 
www.keralavoyage.com; 
Helpline: 00 91 88 79 75 04 27       VIKAS 
 
ITINERARY 
A detailed itinerary and costing are available as pdf, as well as a 
registration form. 

Rohit came to us via our dear friend 
Anaan, who commended his great 
organisational skills. Rohit is a wonderful 
man with many years of experience 
taking special groups into the land of 
his soul. A man of great heart and 
kindness, Rohit is always ready and 
willing to support every one’s comfort 
serving the great flow of the tour. 
Thank you Rohit.	  

Virendra was our guide on a tour in 
India 2 years ago. A kind heart, a 
great spirit and loving soul, Virendra 
was very aligned to our spiritual work. 
His great dedication to the Hindu 
religion enabled him to share and 
understand many of the teachings 
we received. We sincerely hope 
Virendra will be with us on the 
Between Sacred Sound and Silence 
tour. 
	  


